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The semilinear oscillator with two pump waves is the
simplest four-wave-mixing oscillator with a phase
conjugate mirror, first considered 30 years ago [1].
The cavity is formed by one conventional mirror and
a phase conjugate mirror, which presents interest for
laser systems with compensation for intracavity
phase inhomogeneities (see, e.g., [2]). It also attracts
attention as a system with rich temporal dynamics
[3–6], from regular to chaotic [3], including cosine
modulation of the output intensity and nearly trian-
gular periodic pulses with deep �0–�–0–� . . . � phase
modulation [6].

The schematic representation of the considered os-
cillator is shown in Fig. 1. The cavity is formed by a
conventional mirror Mc and a four-wave-mixing
phase conjugate mirror in a photorefractive crystal
(PRC). The crystal is pumped with two counterpropa-
gating waves, 1 and 2, generating for any incident
wave, 4, a backpropagating wave, 3. With a properly
selected coupling constant �, crystal thickness l, and
pump intensity ratio r=I2 /I1, the amplified reflectiv-
ity of a phase conjugate mirror compensates for all
cavity losses and the waves 3 and 4 self-develop spon-
taneously; i.e., the oscillation occurs.

It is known that the reflectivity �A3
*�l� /A4�l��2 of a

passive four-wave-mixing mirror increases in case of
nearly degenerate four-wave mixing [7] as well as
when the two pump waves are slightly misaligned
[8]. Intuitively, one could expect that this will lead to
a decrease of the oscillation threshold and an en-
hancement of the oscillation output. This is not al-
ways true, however, because both the pump misalign-
ment and the frequency shift of the signal wave
result in the appearance of an additional nonlinear
phase in the reflected wave (the amplitude phase
conjugate reflectivity �=A3

* /A4 becomes complex).
Such an additional phase needs to be compensated to
ensure the self-reproduction of the oscillation wave

field after each complete double round trip of the cav-
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ity. One option to meet the complex threshold condi-
tion consists in ensuring the additional phase, which
is equal to 2� [9]. This is possible, however, only for a
quite large coupling strength, �l�2�.

The other way consists in compensating for unde-
sirable phase shifts by using the frequency-shifted
feedback [10], for example, with the piezomounted
conventional mirror that introduces a frequency shift
�M to the wave that is reflected back into the cavity.
It proved to be rather efficient in the experiments
with a semilinear oscillator with a BaTiO3:Co crys-
tal, showing stable oscillation with no intensity
modulation within a wide range of feedback frequen-
cies �M [10].

In this Letter we describe the behavior of a semi-
linear oscillator that is subjected to both a simulta-
neous feedback frequency shift and a pump misalign-
ment. The numerical simulations and experimental
results show that a combined action of these two fac-
tors can decrease the oscillation threshold and en-
hance an oscillation with only one frequency in each

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the semilinear oscilla-
tor with the waves 1 and 2 pumping the photorefractive
crystal (PRC) and oscillation waves 3 and 4. A conventional
cavity mirror Mc is mounted on a piezoceramic. Det 1, Det
2, Det 3 are the detectors; Ref 1 and Ref 2 are the reference

waves for homodyne detection.
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wave, 3 and 4 (beat-free output). They also reveal pa-
rameter domains with a multiline oscillation spec-
trum.

Following [11] the equations that describe the time
evolution of the system are formulated as
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where z is the coordinate along the propagation axis,
�=k1+k2−k3−k4 is a wave-vector mismatch that
appears because of misalignments of pump waves 1
and 2 to an angle �	 (see Fig. 1), Ai and ki are the
complex amplitudes and wave vectors of the waves
i=1,2,3,4, Ai

* are their complex conjugates, � is the
coupling constant of the photorefractive crystal, v is
the grating amplitude, I0 is the total intensity I0
= �A1�2+ �A2�2+ �A3�2+ �A4�2, and � is the response time
of the photorefractive medium.

The modified boundary condition for the considered
semilinear oscillator takes into account the frequency
shift �M introduced by a piezomirror [10],

A4�z = l,t� = �RA3�z = l,t�exp�i�Mt�, �6�

where R is the reflectivity of the conventional mirror.
For any set of dimensionless parameters �l, r, R,

�M�, and �l the dynamics of the oscillation intensity
�A3�2 / �A2�2 is calculated, and two quantities, the mean
intensity and the beat frequency, are extracted from
the steady-state domain. The simulations are re-
peated for different �M� and �l while keeping the
same �l, r, R. The results are presented as 2D con-
tour plots of the oscillation intensity in Fig. 2 for �l
=4.8, r=2, and R=0.3. The gray color in Fig. 2 marks
the areas in which the intensity modulation occurs.
One can see in Fig. 2 two pronounced regions with
high intensity, with the maxima moved out of �M�
=0 and �l=0. These two mussel-shaped “mountains”
correspond to beat-free oscillation, with single fre-
quency waves 3 and 4.

Similar simulations for the other reasonable sets of
parameters �l, r, R that can be reached experimen-
tally confirm the above conclusion: the position of the
maxima changes but they are never located on the
lines that correspond to �M�=0 or �l=0. Thus, the

first important conclusion of the simulations is that
the common action of pump misalignment and
frequency-shifted feedback may lead to an enhance-
ment of the oscillation, provided that the signs and
values of �M� and �l are chosen correctly.

The obtained solutions (Figs. 2 and 3) are invariant
with respect to the simultaneous change of �M�
→−�M� and �l→−�l. The data of Fig. 2 show that,
within certain intervals of the pump tilt angle, the
nondegenerate oscillation exists and becomes insen-
sitive to the mirror vibrations for sufficiently high
�M�. These areas correspond to the excitation of the
mirrorless oscillation, with the threshold reduced be-
low �l=4.8 because of the pump misalignment.

The experiments are performed with a new photo-
refractive crystal, KNbO3 double-doped with Fe and
Ag [12], which served as a gain medium. Its advan-
tage as compared to BaTiO3:Co is in its enhanced re-
sponse at high spatial frequencies, which is impor-
tant for the reflection grating geometry of the
coherent oscillator used in the present experiment.
With loosely focused pump waves of 200 mW power
the photorefractive decay time was about 50 ms.

Fig. 2. (Color online) Contour plots of the oscillation inten-
sity as a function of a frequency shift �M� introduced by
the vibrating cavity mirror and a phase mismatch �l. All
curves are separated by 20% of the maximum intensity be-
tween each. The areas with two frequency components in
every oscillation wave, 3 and 4, are filled with gray color.

Fig. 3. Measured dependences of oscillation spectra on fre-
quency shift �M introduced by the vibrating cavity mirror.
Graphs a and b are plotted for nearly symmetric positive
and negative misalignment of the pump waves, �l	 ±1.5.
The spectra of waves 3 and 4 are shown by gray and black

colors, respectively.
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The KNbO3 sample is pumped with a 514 nm Ar+

laser (TEM00, multiple longitudinal modes,
	200 mW output power). Two pump waves impinge
upon the sample with 4 mm
8 mm
7 mm dimen-
sions through z faces at 25° with respect to the crys-
tal z axis, while the cavity axis makes 20° with this
axis. The measured coupling strength for two coun-
terpropagating waves is �l
4.2.

The oscillation waves 4 and 3 are sent to the detec-
tors Det 1 and Det 2 (Det 1 collects a part of wave 4
reflected from the sample face). The coherent refer-
ence waves Ref 1 and Ref 2 (with the pump waves
frequency) are also directed to these detectors, which
allows the measurement of the individual spectra of
waves 3 and 4. The detector, Det 3, measures the in-
tensity of wave 4 transmitted through the sample.

Figures 3 and 4 show typical examples of feedback
frequency dependences of the oscillation spectrum
and oscillation intensity, respectively, for a pump ra-
tio r=2. The upper and lower graphs in each figure
correspond to roughly symmetric positive and nega-
tive pump misalignment �	
 ±0.5 mrad (i.e., with
�l	 ±1.5). It is obvious that the dependences for
positive and negative misalignments are nearly sym-
metric with respect to a zero feedback frequency,
�M=0. In the vicinity of �M=0 there are two differ-
ent frequencies in each oscillation wave. With the
feedback frequency beyond ��M � �7 the oscillation
frequency either does not exist or has only one com-

Fig. 4. Measured dependences of oscillation intensity (Det
3 in Fig. 1) on frequency shift �M introduced by the vibrat-
ing cavity mirror. Graphs a and b are plotted for nearly
symmetric positive and negative misalignment of the pump
waves, �l	 ±1.5. The same experimental conditions as
used for Fig. 3.
ponent in spectrum. With diminishing misalign-
ments, the regions with split oscillation frequencies
disappear; this is in agreement with the contour plot
shown in Fig. 2. As it follows from Fig. 4, the largest
oscillation intensity is reached in the regions where
the oscillation spectrum is not split.

The maxima of the oscillation intensity in Fig. 4
are located at �M
 ±5 Hz. This is in reasonable
agreement with the results of the simulation pre-
sented in Fig. 2: there the maxima are expected at
�M�
 ±1.5 when �
0.05 s and �M
 ±5 Hz. The cal-
culated phase mismatch �l	 ±3.6 that could ensure
the observed scenario with a nondegenerate oscilla-
tion in the vicinity of �M=0 followed by beat-free os-
cillation when feedback frequency increases is more
than two times different from that evaluated experi-
mentally, �l	 ±1.5. Thus only a qualitative agree-
ment of the experimental data with the results of the
simulation can be stated.

The experiment also revealed feedback frequency
dependences that are more complicated compared to
those shown in Fig. 3. For example, the beat-free do-
main may exist between two domains with nondegen-
erate oscillation. The detailed description of all the
varieties of the experimental data and their interpre-
tation will be given elsewhere.
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